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Garden class experiment connotation construction of practice training
bases
Le Jing LIN
Ningbo City College of &nbsp;Vocational Technology.

Abstract : The quickening pace of construction of higher education and the deepening of teaching reform, higher vocational
colleges have stepped up investment on construction of practice teaching facilities, experiment practice of improving the
hardware environment, however, relative to the rapid growth of teaching in terms of hardware, practice teaching soft
environment construction is slower, the connotation construction of practice training bases to ignore, practice teaching
management mode as the soul and core of soft environment, is the most fundamental problems in the practice teaching, has
brought to the attention of more and more scholars.
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the development of the society, under the
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[7] car generation brother, have no opinion of eu.
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practice [J]. Journal of laboratory science, 2013,
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22 (6) : 3-5.

construction as one of the school education
quality evaluation standards, is an important
performance of school teaching, scientific
research and management, help to promote
landscape engineering students the importance
of theory union actual work.
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